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Hello and welcome within August’s previous
newsletter we discussed moving away from
lockdown learning and rolling out programmes
of sharing skills face to face where possible.
We now unfortunately realise that we will not
be able to do this due to tightening Covid-19
restrictions and of course our priority is to
keep everyone safe. 

Communiversity through a distanced learning
programme has been really successful and we
are seeing a need for community learning now
more than ever. Within September the
Crafternoon Crew worked together to develop
their own curriculum, based upon their own
preferences and skill sharing, this included lots
of wellbeing activities to support each other.
One that was especially successful was M.R
delivering a session on origami and paper
magic tricks. M.R link this to his own wellbeing
and discussed how literally “making something
out of nothing “gives him hope. This was a
good topic for lots of poignant discussions on
how people can make the best of what they
have.

You can access all the training resources
online at https://startpoint.org.uk/lockdown-
learning/ 
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The following week we made self soothe boxes to help us during lockdown the Crafternoon Crew are
incredibly supportive of each other and have now formed friendships away from the lock down learning
programme. 

It's great to see that  Communiversity is really busy, many people have returned to work and still
participate within the evening session as it is a reminder to take time out for themselves.

The craft kit bags that volunteers deliver on a weekly basis are still in demand and  during lockdown
we have made and distributed nearly 500 craft activities with supporting learning materials.

Men Health was also launched again during September where the Men involved will complete an 8-
week holistic health programme to support progression with physical intellectual and emotional
health. The Men from the previous cohort are also still connected and some have gone on to further
Education volunteer roles and employment.

Communiversity Connects through Email, Twitter,Instagram, Zoom & Facebook. Starting Point can help
you to get onlinethrough the DIgiKnow Lending Library. Contact 0161 494 9947 for more information.  

 To get involved you can contact : Hayley on Hayley@startpoint.org.uk or the Communiversity number
is 07312124267.    We are always looking to develop new projects if you have any ideas get in touch.
We are looking forward to the launch of many exciting projects throughout Autumn and winter.
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